
INTRODUCTION
FIRST REST, THEN VICTORY awakens one's interest in the book of Joshua. It is a fresh 

stimulating approach to what may have seemed irrelevant ancient history. It will be so no 

longer.

It looks at the book of Joshua through the lens of New Testament revelation, but it does so, for 

the most part, without being entangled with allegorical interpretations. It discloses principles 

and illustrations of New Testament truth seen in Joshua and shows relevant application to our 

daily lives.

As most readers know, Joshua is the story of the military conquest of the land of Canaan. 

However, there is one radical difference in this military action, and that is, the Lord Himself is 

the Commander-in-chief. This realization opens one up to interesting insights useful in the 

spiritual warfare in which every believer is engaged from day to day.

Lancaster's approach is somewhat unorthodox, but that is what makes his book valuable. The 

reader is not going to say, "I heard that already," which may result in the reader looking further 

and discovering more of the riches in Joshua. At first it may seem like the author is dealing in 

novelties, but don't let that deter you. His insights stay with the biblical pattern and are inter-

esting and helpful.
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The inimitable style in which this book is written is typical of this writer. He has a succinct 

way of saying things that stick in your mind, thus acting like a rock in one's shoe until you get 

serious about the author's concept.

This book definitely increases one's understanding of the meaning, message, and relevance of 

the book of Joshua. It doesn't have all the answers, but it raises enough questions that the 

reflective reader will probably come up with some answers on his own. Any book that makes 

a reader think is worth the investment of time and money.

It is so practical that the reader will find it useful as a personal devotional. And it could be one 

of the things that helps the reader experience the "success" God promised to Joshua.

John D. Kennington, December 2, 1999
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PREFACE
For every Christian who would be an overcomer and "possess the land which the Lord your 

God giveth you,"1 the Book of Joshua is required reading. Its principles and illustrations form 

a veritable handbook for the struggles of the soul. Here we discover that the last thing in spir-

itual warfare is also the first thing. When the final victory is accomplished, there is rest.2  But 

resting first in the fact that God has determined that victory is the initial step in achieving it. 

Resting. Settling down on the purpose of God. That's where we get the strength and confi-

dence for the battles. A great energizing, fear-destroying hope is birthed within us when we 

see that the key to achieving is in first believing.

A veteran pastor counseled me in my early ministry, "Don't try to teach the Book of James to 

people until you have established them in Romans." First faith, then works. First rest, then 

victory. I am gratefully deep in debt to that blessed pastor, C.W. Fair (now moved on to his 

greater reward), for gently, persistently goading me toward an understanding of this central 

truth, so purely demonstrated in this Book of Joshua.

1. Joshua 1:11
2. Joshua 1:13-15
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